Area/Skill: Language Arts
Cognitive Skill Level Writing - Edited American
Application
Eng
Activity Title- COMPOUND SENTENCES

Correlation to Framework-

Goal/Objective--Students will learn to identify the compound sentence and apply it in their
writing as demonstrated by activities in this lesson

Lesson Outline
Introduction
A compound sentence is two or more independent clauses –two or more sentences joined together
with words such as and, but, or yet. A comma should be used before the connecting word that joins
the independent clauses.
Activity
Provide students with clickers, bells or buzzers. Read twenty sentences (next page) –Student who
identifies most compound sentences – by making noise first – wins! Students may then have paper
copies of sentences and reevaluate with paper and pencil.
Debriefing/Evaluating Activity
Given a blank piece of paper write five original compound sentences and a definition of compound
sentences.

Lesson Number-

Materials
▪ Newspapers
▪ Word , comma, and
sentence
strips
▪ Noisemaker-clicker, bell
or
buzzer
Extension Activity
.Assign class to take the front
page of a newspaper and
highlight all compound
sentences.

Real –Life Connection
Practice for the GED test by using various practice tests.
.

ESE/ESOL Accommodations
Have word strips with
independent clauses , comma ,
and cut outs of connecting
words such as and , but, yet ,
etc. and let students
manipulate sentences on a
table.
.

PRACTICE SENTENCES FOR ACTIVITY:

I like Van Gogh’s Starry, Starry Night , but Renoir is my favorite artist.
There are many jobs I would enjoy, but I would really like to work in landscape architecture.
Spring and fall are my favorite seasons.
Sally has always liked competition, but this may be more than she can take.
While swimming the last lap, she developed a cramp in her left leg.
Under extreme pressure, he finished the race.
I like ice cream as well as sorbet.
During World War II, people received ration coupons for various products.
Tonight I have to study for a test, but I would rather go to a movie with you.
When she realized what had happened, she looked for help and then called 911.
The senior class took a trip, but I was unable to go.
While watching the cloud formation, I realized it might rain.
When you trace the clues , you often discover the line of evidence that led to solving the case.
Pizza and linguine are my favorite foods.
He realized he was one step closer to reaching his goals when he received his High School diploma.
Jane and Edna are close friends, but Jennifer is my best friend.
Early in the evening, I decided to go to the concert.
The baby was crying and everyone was looking at me.
I was pulled over for a speeding ticket on my way to the football game.
He was talented and a hard worker.

